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Abstract
The method to calculate the beam space charge electric field, based on the integral

equations method and introduction of three additional meshs is developed. Method diminishs
the calculation time essentially.The new approach to the space charge limited current regime
simulation is presented. The current density distribution j(R) is calculated directly from the zero
condition for the normal component of the electric field on the emitter. It leads as well to the
reducing of the j(R) as beam properties calculation errors.

Introduction
The main problem arising in the numerical simulation and optimization of the intense

electron beams is diminishing of the calculation time (CT) for condition of keeping the
accuracy of calculations. The characteristic features of the beams for most of the high power
electronic tubes are a large length and small ratio of the beam thickness to the traasverse
dimensions of the electron-optic system (EOS). The importance of these factors especially
increases for the simulation of the helical relativistic electron beams (HREBs).

The main part of the simulation time deals with the solving of the Poison equation. In
wide known codes, such as EGUN [1], BFCPIC [2], DAPHNE [3],CIELAS [4] etc., the finite
element (finite differences) method is used to solve the Poison equation and so it is necessary to
cover all EOS region by the potential mesh (PM). As the result, it takes a big number of cells
and the CT to obtain the solution.

The method of theoretical analysis.
Below the new approach based on the integral equations method for solving the Poison

equation is used. Calculation of potential U in any point R is carried out according to the
formula of a simple layer

1 _ f ^ _J L_ f °ds
4^7J l?7+ 4 ^ J *,

where the first integral is calculated on over beam volume, the second one on over electrode
surface. Charge density distribution p(R) is calculated by discretisation of charge in the current
pipes and the further distribution of the discrete charges Qm on points of the special mesh
(space charge mesh - SCM?steps are hrq ,hzq ). a is approximated by the circular charges Q,. ,

which placed on small distance behind electrodes. As a result, potential in some point with
coordinates rA,zAis (below axisymmetric systems are considered) :
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K(t) - the full elliptic integral of the first kind. It allows to introduce the potential mesh (PM)
and SCM which cover the beam region only. Electric field components E r , E r then are
calculated using potential values in 9 nodes nearest to the point of observation on the electron
trajectory (9-point mould) according to quadratic interpolation. This is the first step to reduce
the calculation time. However, the CT is still remain the quadratic function of the beam length.

The further reducing of the CT is reached by introducing the additional space charge
mesh (ASCM) with big steps h ^ » h^ , \\iqt< » hzq . It is clear, that the accuracy of space
charge potential, providing by distant from the point of view part of the beam, may be
decreased without lossing the total accuracy of potential calculation. So equation (2) may be
represented as

2^£oU(rA,zA) = J Q , * , + XG.«P. + f QpVp (3)
/'=1 m=\ p-l

Here The first sum includes an auxilary charges behind the electrodes. The charges Qm

contained in the second sum, are placed in the region with length L in nodes of the SCM near
the point of view. Finally, the third sum defines potential of the distant charges Q ;,, which are

placed in the ASCM nodes. Each of such charge is the sum of those charges Qm, which are
placed in one cell of the ASCM outside the region with length L.

In this case CT of the long extent beam trajectories becomes practically the linear
function of the beam length considerably and decreases essentially in comparison with
algorithms, which don't use separate calculation of the nearest and distant charge potentials.

Note, that for given boundary conditions on the electrodes, and known values of Qm,
the relation (2) becomes the system of N linear equations with respect to Q, . After finding
Q, equation (2) allows to calculate the potential in any point of PM.

The complicated beam geometry (for example, systems with the curvilinear electron
trajectories, electron optic systems of TWT and klystrons with the high compression and multy
flow systems also) makes the difficult conformation of the potential mesh with the beam form.
Therefore, it is necessary to use the mesh region with essentially larger size than space of the
beam region. But the geometry of trajectories is not known on the stage of mesh building. It
leads to very approximate definition of the mesh surplus degree. As a result, a lot of "blank"
nodes appears. They contain potential values obtained from formula (3) but aren't used during
electric field calculations. However, the calculation of potentials in the auxiliary mesh nodes is
the main part of full time of numerical analisys.

The special algorithm permits to cut all "blank" nodes of PM. Before starting each
trajectory iteration all potential array elements in corresponding nodes are to be set to zero.
.After that the trajectory calculation is began. The potential values on each step of integration of
the motion equations are calculated only in those mesh nodes, which is included in 9-point
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mould, relating to the given observation point. If in some mould nodes potential is not equal to
zero, i.e. this node was already included in some other moulds, potential is not recalculated. So
"blank" nodes are absent in considering algorithm. Mesh region surplus leads to increase of
requirement memory only.

The developed algorithm is effective not only for static regimes, but also may be used
for the investigations of time-dependent processes in HREBs (PIC method).

The most of electron-optic systems work in space-charge limiting current regime. Up to
now in most codes the Child law for planar diode is used to obtain the current density
distribution along the cathode. But this approach may lead not only to the essential errors in
calculation of j(R) for cathodes with small curvature radius or placed in the magnetic field. The
errors in j(R) cause the variations in the space charge distribution in the beam and so lead to
deviation in calculated beam properties especially in the curvilinear beams.

The more universal approach to this problem is to calculate current density distribution
directly from the condition EM =0 for normal component of the emitter electric field. It leads to
the following system of nonlinear equations about the currents lk in K current pipes:

F(Ek) = / , ( / 1 , / 2 , . . . / , ) = 0 , k=l,2,3,...K (4)

Here E k is the normal component of the electric field in the k-th electron start point. F(E k ) is
the specially choosed function of the electric field, which equals to zero at E=0. Below
F(E)=E2 . To solve the system (4 ) the iteration scheme based on Broyden method [5,6] is
used. In this method one solution of the self-consistent beam equations on each iteration is used
only. The current on (j+l) iteration is calculated on formula

Iy i=Iy+S, , (5)

where S}- are received from solution of the linear equations system

A, Sy =-F(Ey.) (6)

Matrix A ; is analogous to matrix Jacoby and is obtained from recurrent formula:

F y is caculated from the self-consistent beam equations on each iteration. T is the transperence

symbol. The iteration process is finished when the condition

k <£ (8)

is valid. Here 6 is the given relative error.
To start the iteration procedure it is necessary to have two sets of currents lk and

corresponding values of electric fields E k . Initial vectors of currents are choosed as
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j=l,2, k=l,2,...K. (9)

where IL - current, calculated from the Child law, coefficients «y are satisfied to relations

0<ctj <0.5, | ara2

Electric field Ek is obtained from the self-consistent beam equations with mentioned above
currents lk . Then initial approximation of matrix A° is obtained from the formula

/£2 ) -
!L-L , m ~ n

m n

0,« * m

n,m = 1,2,../: (10)

The developed procedure has some importance advantages on compare with
conventional approach based on the using Child law only:

a) The analysis of multy flows beam is possible;
b) The method is applicabled for the magnetically confined beams;
c) The method permits to analyze systems with the arbitrary emitter curvature radius.
d) The computer time and the calculating errors reduce essentially.

Conclusion
The separate calculation of the nearest and distant charge potentials and special

algorithm to cut all "blank" nodes of potential mesh allow to diminish the CT by an order or
more especially for a long crew electron beams. Calculation the current density distribution
from the nonlinear equations for the beamlet currents on the base of Broyden method increases
the accuracy of j(R) definition and diminish the obtained beam properties errors.

The developed above algorithms are realized in computer code EPOS.
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